Considerations for personalized surgery in patients with papillary thyroid cancer.
Personalizing treatment for papillary thyroid cancer (PTC) requires a multidisciplinary approach. The surgical management of PTC has long been based on retrospective studies focusing on endpoints that are of debatable significance. There is considerable debate in the literature regarding the optimal initial treatment for PTC. Many of these issues are discussed in this review. These debates have hindered the development of a tailored treatment strategy. The ability to optimally personalize a surgical plan for the treatment of PTC is ultimately dependent on an understanding of the biological behavior of that individual patient's tumor. We are at the genesis of an age where molecular biology advances endeavor to profile a patient's tumor behavior. This review summarizes current strategies for managing PTC, where we are with personalizing surgery for these patients, and where we hope to go. Thyroid surgery is one of the newest fields for the application of minimally invasive techniques and can now be accomplished endoscopically or with robotic assistance in many patients who therefore may benefit from these alternative approaches. When treating a patient with PTC, it seems prudent to weigh the many factors discussed in this review to individualize the most optimal surgical plan.